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Abstract Scholars have demonstrated that small-scale relatively private family
decisions about language are intertwined with parental language ideologies. Using
data from the context of multilingual Central Asian families—including those living
in Central Asia and those living abroad—this study employs socially situated
analysis of discourse and narrative inquiry to show how parents invoke language
ideologies in justifying their decisions about their children’s education and linguistic exposure. The notion of ‘‘chronotope’’ is used to demonstrate how parental
ideologies are embedded in images of space, time and moral personhood. Focusing
on these images, rather than only on language ideologies, allows an incorporation of
the many social factors—both linguistic and non-linguistic—involved in bottom-up
language planning, and facilitates increased attention to emic perspectives. This
focus also illustrates how state discourses are internalized by participants through
their understandings of morality relative to other issues such as language education.
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Introduction
The recognition that language planning is engaged ‘‘in all societal domains’’
(Ricento 2006: 19), has led scholars in the field to move away from a strict focus on
top-down processes and to emphasize the importance of bottom-up (Hornberger
2006) and micro language planning (Baldauf 2006) processes as well. This shift has
resulted in descriptions of individual and communal decision making related to
language use and education in less explored contexts (Baldauf 2006), such as the
family unit. The subject of this paper is specifically how parental language
ideologies are discursively represented in relation to ‘‘family language policy’’
(FLP) (King et al. 2008)—or the small-scale, relatively private family decisions
involved in language planning. Scholars of FLP have pointed to the need for a better
social and ideological contextualization of language attitudes, and their connection
to parental intervention in child language acquisition (Curdt-Christiansen 2009;
King 2000). This paper responds to these issues specifically.
In doing so, we draw from recent theorizations in socially oriented studies of
language, which have used Bakhtin’s (1981) notion of the ‘‘chronotope’’ as a way to
conceptualize how social and linguistic phenomena—including language attitudes—are inseparable from images of time, space, and personhood (Agha 2007;
Woolard 2013). Notably, these images are moral in nature, meaning that the social
types being imagined relative to particular times, spaces and languages are defined
by their acquiescence to or nonconformance with specific norms for behavior
(Blommaert in press). We conceptualize morality as an ideological and social
phenomenon, or as a type of cultural capital (Bourdieu 1991) that may shift
depending on the space and time made relevant by speakers. As we will show,
learning or having proficiency in a given language may be understood as one of
these norms for behavior, or as being associated with an (im)moral space or time,
leading to various patterns in parents’ language ideologies and their corresponding
interventions in their children’s language acquisition. In situating our analysis of
parental language ideologies within this robust understanding of context, we are
able to incorporate the many social factors—both linguistic and non-linguistic—
involved in language planning, and we argue that it is these compiled images rather
than solitary language attitudes that are invoked by parents in justifying decisions
related to children’s participation in language educational spaces. Additionally,
given that morality is polynomic (Blommaert in press), there are often multiple
images of moral personhood that are relevant to these decisions.
Using data from the multilingual context of post-soviet, Central Asian families—
including those living in Central Asia and those living abroad—we demonstrate
how family members invoke and orient to multiple relevant moralities and how
these moralities are related to their language attitudes. The moral images that our
participants invoke include the morality of the ‘‘educated’’ Russian school student, a
national moral personhood associated with the titular language—that is, the
language that is seen as representative of the linguistic identity of the ethnic
majority of the nation state—a broader post-soviet Central Asian moral image
linked to the non-Russian languages of Central Asia, and a ‘‘global’’ image of moral
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personhood related to individual self-determination. We demonstrate how parents
link (and unlink) moral personhood, time–space configurations, language attitudes,
and decisions about their children’s language education. Our participants invoke the
various images of moral personhood to which they hope their children will conform,
representing these images as central to their decisions regarding their children’s
education and linguistic exposure.
By integrating these images of moral time–space–personhood into our analysis of
family language planning, we are able to decenter ‘‘language’’ itself and see the
ways in which ‘‘language attitudes’’ are bound up with other broader attitudes and
ideologies, thereby prioritizing emic perspectives. We emphasize that decisions
about language education are often simultaneously, and perhaps more saliently,
decisions about moral education (c.f. Moore 2016). Furthermore, this paper also
responds to the call for greater attention to how family language policies are
‘‘impacted by forces of globalization’’ (King et al. 2008: 918; Curdt-Christiansen
2016). In particular, we show how our participants imagine these ideal moral types
in relation to their national identities, which are shifting in response to globalizing
ideologies and transnational migration (Castells 2010), as well as how the
polynomic nature of morality becomes more salient in contexts of transnational
movement and change (Blommaert in press). This work also responds to calls within
FLP for work which attends to geographical areas with long histories of diverse
multilingualism outside of western societies (Smith-Christmas 2017). Our focus on
Central Asian communities, an understudied and undertheorized multilingual
population, adds empirically to the scholarly work in family language policy.
We first review scholarship on bottom-up language planning and FLP,
chronotopes and moral personhood, as well as specific background information
on language planning and education in Central Asia. We then move on to a
discussion of our methodology, followed by an analysis of data from participants in
Central Asia, and then from those abroad. We conclude with some thoughts on the
theoretical and practical implications of this research.

Literature review
Scholars who have advocated for analysis of bottom-up language planning have
cited the importance of speaker agency in discussions of language change (Baldauf
2006), the certain failure of top-down policies that do not receive local support
(Hornberger 2006), and the fact that language planning takes place at many different
levels—and that each of these levels requires analytical attention in order to
understand the system of language planning as a whole (Ferguson 1977; Ricento
2006). One aspect of bottom-up language planning that has received attention from
scholars is ‘‘family language policy’’—or the familial practices, ideologies, goals
and outcomes related to language use (King et al. 2008). Parental ideologies and
parental decisions regarding their children’s language education are seen to play an
important role in determining family language policies (e.g. Piller 2001). Some
scholars present a more direct and causal relationship between parental language
attitudes, intervention and the resulting language development of their children (e.g.
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De Houwer 1999). Others, however, have argued that ideologies and behaviors do
not always align neatly, and that an analysis of parental language attitudes as they
relate to language planning must attend to their socially situated nature and to their
connection to a broader system of beliefs (King 2000). Scholars have attempted to
respond to these calls for a deeper investigation of parental language attitudes in a
variety of ways. As an example, some have used quantitative analysis of
sociocultural variables, linking parents’ sociocultural backgrounds and language
attitudes to their decisions about whether or not to send their children to bilingual
schools (Schwartz et al. 2013; Moin et al. 2013). On the other hand, other scholars
have focused more on issues of subjectivity and have investigated the ways in which
parents justify their decisions by appealing to ethnolinguistic identity (BezciogluGoktolga and Yagmur 2017) or to culturally mediated notions of what counts as
‘good’ or ‘bad’ parenting (King and Fogle 2006). There have also been calls for a
deeper investigation into the influences on parental language attitudes, as well as the
ways in which these processes are impacted by globalization (King et al. 2008).
Curdt-Christiansen (2016) responds to this call, focusing on the Singaporean
context, and demonstrates that family language policies are not decontextualized,
but rather result from contested interactions between familial ideologies, national
policies and global forces. Similar to these works, we also examine how the moral
identities of our participants become relevant in their discursive justification of their
decisions regarding their children’s language education, and we put FLP research in
dialog with issues of globalization and national ideologies. We further argue that by
situating parental language attitudes within their moral images of time, place, and
personhood, we are able to move beyond categorical notions of identity and static
understandings of language ideology, towards a more comprehensive understanding
of how the micro and macro factors involved in FLP intersect with, reinforce and
contest one another.
Conceptualizations of language ideologies as intertwined with identity, morality,
and context can be traced back to much earlier work in social approaches to
language. Irvine describes language ideologies as ‘‘the cultural (or subcultural)
system of ideas about social and linguistic relationships, together with their loading
of moral and political interests’’ [emphasis added] highlighting the fact that these
ideologies do not operate apart from perceptions of an ethical life or power relations
(1989: 255). Similarly, Bourdieu’s (1991) related notions of habitus, linguistic
capital, and the linguistic marketplace demonstrate how language attitudes,
individual practice and power dynamics are all mutually reinforcing. What we
add to the work that has taken up these theories is an analysis of the structure that
speakers’ social imaginaries—their understanding of the social world and their
place in it—take in relation to their language ideologies and ultimately, their
decisions about their family language policies. To unpack the social imaginary we
draw from the notion of chronotope, which while it originates from Bakhtin (1981)
in reference to his study of the novel, has been taken up by sociocultural theorists to
argue that in addition to time and space, chronotopes involve particular social types
(Agha 2007) as well as ‘‘ideological and moral orders’’ (Blommaert in press),
organizing various aspects of social life. Woolard’s (2013) paper applies the
chronotope to the study of language attitudes, showing how specific understandings
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of time, place, and personhood in relation to one’s personal development can
account for differences in one’s attitude towards Catalan. We follow Woolard in
using chronotopes to analyze language attitudes, but in a different context related to
family language planning and to specific images of moral personhood.
By moral personhood we are referring to an idealized social type often associated
with what Blommaert (in press) refers to as ‘moralized behavioral scripts’, or
prescriptive bundles of linguistic and non-linguistic behavior enacted and evaluated
with respect to time–space frames. One of the relevant time–space frames for these
images of moral personhood are schools or community centers. A number of studies
show how educational spaces can become moral when ‘‘models of conduct are
applied to models of personhood’’ (Lo 2009: 9), or when cultural models such as
hospitality are invoked by teachers (Karrebæk and Ghandchi 2017). In her study of
Tanzanian women, Billings (2013) highlights how educational spaces play a key
role in cultivating particular gendered models of morality that encompass both
linguistic and non-linguistic behavior, while Moore (2016) examines how religious
educational spaces are conceptualized in relation to family beliefs and the value of
language learning—bringing together these issues of moral education and family
language policy. Another time–space frame relevant to these moral scripts is the
nation state. National identity has become more salient in the era of globalization
(Castells 2010), and in certain cases national discourse has promoted particular
moral images of national identity. Kendzior (2014) for instance, demonstrates how
in Uzbekistan the concept of ma’naviyat, which roughly translates as ‘morality’ is
presented in state discourse as something which is neither Soviet nor Islamic, and is
at the heart of what it means to be ‘‘acceptably authentically Uzbek’’ (225).This
morality may manifest in a behavioral script that includes a variety of semiotic
factors such as speaking modestly and deferentially, or dressing appropriately.
Additionally, throughout Central Asia, the notion of ‘‘moral education’’—or
education that goes beyond head knowledge to encompass ethno-national identity
and moral behaviors—is strongly emphasized in national discourse (Kozhakhmetova 2013). For example, in Kazakhstan, the goal of raising children to be hard
workers, patriots and multi-faceted moral people who share the values thoughts and
aspirations of their people is attributed to national hero and philosopher Abai
Kunanbaev (1977). National identity is also often linked to language, as images of
national personhood emphasize monolingualism in attempts to portray the nation as
unified (Karimzad and Catedral 2017). Part of the goal of this paper is to uncover
how language ideologies are mediated by national identity and their corresponding
moral norms by focusing on the particular case of Central Asian nationals.

Background
Our first set of data comes from non-Russian Kazakh citizens living in Kazakhstan,
and the second set comes from ethnic Uzbeks living in the United States. We choose
to focus on these two groups because in both cases parents play active roles in
determining children’s educational and linguistic exposure, as will be discussed
further below. Also, as noted above, national discourses which emphasize issues of
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morality, education and language make these issues salient for citizens. The purpose
of this paper is not to compare family language policies amongst Uzbeks vs.
Kazakhs, but rather, focusing on communities with similar political and historical
backgrounds, to emphasize the importance of moral images in language related
decision making across a variety of contexts—including in-country and diasporic.
Both Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan gained independence with the fall of the Soviet
Union in 1991. While Russian was seen as being of primary importance in the
republics during much of their soviet history, moves towards independence brought
with them a greater focus on titular languages (i.e. Kazakh and Uzbek), as well as a
focus on English for local and global purposes (Fierman 2009; Regan 2005). In
Kazakhstan, Russian and Kazakh are co-official and a new trilingual policy states
that by 2020 all citizens should be proficient in Kazakh, Russian and English.1 In
Uzbekistan, on the other hand, only Uzbek is official as the country took more
intense steps towards de-russification (Pavlenko 2008). Given the strong association
between Russian language and soviet rule, differentiation from Russian and
Russian-ness was later invoked to assert national identity, and knowledge of the
titular language is now strongly associated with patriotism for all citizens (Fierman
2009). A number of the examples discussed in the following analysis illustrate how
differing images of the time, space, personhood and morality associated with
Russian versus the titular languages influence parental decisions about their
children’s educational and linguistic development. However, given that both nation
states are multiethnic and multilingual, with over 100 languages spoken in each
(Schlyter 2012), other languages are also invoked in discussions of education and
morality. For instance, in the examples from Kazakhstan, one participant mentions
the Uyghur language—which is another Turkic language related to Kazakh.
The following analysis focuses on parental reasons for choosing particular
linguistic and educational opportunities for their children. In the case of those living
in Kazakhstan, their discourses focus primarily on the choice of language school for
their children—a phenomenon common across Central Asia. In Kazakhstan, parents
can choose whether to send their children to ‘‘Russian school’’, ‘‘Kazakh school’’ or
schools in a number of other minority languages. Notably, these schools differ both
in terms of language of instruction, but also the focus and quality of education, as
well as educational philosophies (Fierman 2006).2 A survey conducted by Zakaeva
and Sarsenbaeva in 1998 showed that the majority of Kazakhs opted to educate their
children in Russian; however, Smagulova (2006) demonstrates that Kazakhs are
now making an effort to reverse language shift by educating their children in
Kazakh. We demonstrate how our participants who fall into this category of
‘‘Kazakhs educating their children in Kazakh’’ frame their decision in terms of their
chronotopic images of morality and personhood, rather than in strictly linguistic
terms.
1

Source: http://adilet.zan.kz/rus/docs/U1100000110/links. Accessed 12 September 2017.

2

There are also mixed language schools where students can choose different tracks to determine the
language in which they would be taught. In our data, our participants’ references to ‘‘Russian school’’,
‘‘Kazakh school’’ and ‘‘Uyghur school’’ can be understood as the more prototypical understanding of
schools which are taught in these languages.
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In the case of data coming from Uzbeks living in the United States, they are not
discussing their preferences for the language of education for their children, but
rather, whether or not they feel that participation in the regional Uzbek community
organizations is important for their children’s cultural and linguistic development.
There are a number of these regional Uzbek community organizations in the U.S.—
especially in areas where there is a relatively large number of Uzbeks. The main
events put on by these organizations were large cultural gatherings (usually picnics)
for community members in that particular region of the United States. These
gatherings involved the preparation and eating of traditional foods, speeches,
cultural presentations and competitions, as well as activities for the children who
attended. In addition to these large gatherings, some more active members also
participated in smaller side-gatherings, and at least a few of the organizations hosted
educational workshops and informal Uzbek language classes for children and young
people in the community.

Methods
The data presented in this study come from two larger ethnographic projects
examining the discourses of Central Asian people in regards to language and
identity. The data set from which we draw in this paper amounts to over 90 h of
recordings of semi-structured interviews, casual conversations, field notes, online
data and participant observation in both Kazakhstan and in the United States.
Notably, in the recordings, both authors participated in conversation to make it more
naturalistic, but refrained from dominating the talk in order to allow participants to,
as much as possible, choose the narratives they wanted to share, and to bring up
topics that were relevant to them. While a number of themes come up across the
data collected for these two studies, the topic of morality and education were well
represented throughout the corpora, and the excerpts presented here are representative of larger trends in the data. The first author, as an American researcher was
not seen as a member of the community she studied, while the second author is from
Central Asia herself, and in this respect was seen as sharing particular life
experiences with her participants with respect to multilingualism and language
education. Both authors shared at least two languages with their participants, and
interviews were conducted in the language participants felt most comfortable using
with them.
The first two interviewees, who we refer to as Daler and Munisa were
interviewed in Kazakhstan. Daler is a 32 year old man who graduated with his M.A.
in Arabic Studies and speaks four languages: Russian, Kazakh, Arabic, and English.
A father of two children (5 and 2 years old), he comes from a rural area of
Kazakhstan and identifies himself as Kazakh. Munisa is a 25 year old woman who
has recently graduated from the university with a specialty in Turkology. Coming
from an ‘‘international family’’, as she describes it, she was born to an Uyghur
mother and an Uzbek father. She identifies herself as being Uyghur, Uzbek, and
Kazakh at different degrees throughout the interview and speaks all three of the
languages in addition to Russian, Turkish, and English. Although Munisa did not
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have children at the time of the interview, she speaks hypothetically about the
educational choices she would make for her future children. The second two
interviews come from women we refer to as Safogul and Lola. Both of the women
identify as ethnic Uzbeks and speak Russian, Uzbek, and English, but the interviews
with both were conducted primarily in English. These women live in the U.S. and in
their interviews they discuss why they do or do not want to participate in Uzbek
community events, and why they emphasize their children’s learning of Uzbek or
Russian, respectively. Safogul is a twenty-eight year old woman, with a four year
old daughter, while Lola is a 38 year old woman who has a 12 year old son.
In analyzing the texts below we draw from a variety of analytic traditions
including narrative inquiry and socially situated discourse analysis. We examine our
participants’ meta commentary about particular languages, educational spaces, and
events in their life, paying attention to the discursive manifestation of particular
chronotopes through their invocation of time, place, and personhood. We also attend
to the evaluative language they employ to interpret or make sense of their
experiences.

Analysis
Language is not a key factor, although it’s an important one
In the following excerpts we demonstrate that when participants invoke memories
of how and why their parents selected certain schools over others, and when they
share their plans for their own children’s education, they discuss the importance of
linguistic spaces in cultivating a sense of morality. Within their narratives they raise
the issues of morality in education and various desired images of personhood. In
Daler’s narrative in particular, he highlights the polynomic character of morality. In
other words, his narrative shows how multiple images of moral personhood have
been relevant to his life and how they change depending on what he considers to be
symbolic capital within a particular context. These moral images also influence how
he portrays his own decisions regarding the choice of language school for his
children.
Excerpt 13 (Russian)
1.
2.

3.

Interviewer: B rary. iroks ds xolbkb?
Daler: B pyccry.. Z lyva. polbnekb ongpadbkb veyz d pyccry. iroky go
npalbwbb, nar rar y yac d cevme dce gorokeybz xolbkb d pyccry. iroky.
Ho nokmro voq ,panbira goiek d Rapaxcrbq 'rcgepbveynakmysq rkacc,
ronopsq onrpskcz d noq ;e iroke. Xonz z b voq ,pan yacnabdakb ya
pyccrbq rkacc.
Interviewer: Goxevy?

3

We have underlined words that were emphasized in conversation. If the conversation was not originally
in English we have provided both the original text and the translation. Furthermore, in parentheses we
have noted the main language of the interview.
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6.
7.
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Daler: Gonovy xno vs lyvakb oy ,ylen ,okee o,papodayysv b ,ska papybwa
ve;ly nevb rno xolbk d pyccry. iroky b d rapaxcry.. Hy b eoe, 'no ,sko
gpecnb;yo.
Interviewer: A ds crapakb xno y dac ecnm lenb. Oyb y;e xolzn d iroky?
Daler: Gora yen. Ho z xoxy xno,s oyb goikb d Rapaxcry. iroky.
Interviewer: Rar nar?
Daler: E veyz ecnm lpypmz, ganpbons, ronopse bpyxakb b dspockb c
rapaxcrbv zpsrov, bcnopbeq b kbnepanypoq. Z ;e bpyxak dce xepep
pyccry. gpbpvy. Z ye lyva. rar bcnbyysq ganpbon, xbcnsq Rapax. Z lyva.
z lok;ey gepelanm ny lyxodyocnm cdobv lenzv, ,ep aayanbpva royexyo. …
Tegepm z pavexa. yeuanbdyse neyleywbb d pyccrbx irokax, rar akrouokm,
rypeybe, avopakmyse nevs. B rapaxcrbx irokax 'no dce-narb ye ya narov
ypodye. B dogpocax godeleybz, 'nbrb, lyxodyouo o,papodaybe, Rapaxcrbe
iroks kyxie. B royexyo ;e z ye xoxy xno, y ybx ,sk daryyv d vsikeybb
rar y ye ganpbonod. Z xoxy xno,s vob lenb ,skb gokbkbyuyakavb yo c
Rapaxcroq ,apoq.
Interviewer: Goyznyo.
Daler: Ms lok;ys yxbnm yaibx leneq ,snm yepadbcbvsvb, gpbybvanm
co,cndeyyse peieybz, ds,bpanm cdo. cgewbakbpawb., a ye no xno xonzn bx
polbnekb. Polbnekb lok;ys yagpadkznm, yo ye ladbnm. Z nar goveyzk cdoq
dpukzl gocke gpocvonpa ayukbqcrouo abkmva ‘‘Pd/pls’’…
Interviewer: Xno ds lyvaene o zpsrodsx peaopvax d daieq cnpaye?
Daler: Z pya. go ogsny gpegoladaybz zpsra xno y yac cxbna.n, xno
bcnbyysq Rapax lok;ey uodopbnm go Rapaxcrb. Z c 'nbv coukacey, yo ye
gokyocnm.. Ecnm k.lb, ronopse uodopzn go Rapaxcrb bleakmyo, yo dopy.n y
lpyubx. B ecnm pyccrbe, ronopse ye yxan Rapaxcrbq, yo oyb xecnyse b
k.,zn cdo. cnpayy. Zpsr ye rk.xedoq aarnop, xonm b da;ysq.

Interviewer: What school did you go to?
Daler: Russian. I think my parents sent me to Russian school as a tradition
since every generation in our family went to Russian school, except for my
little brother. He went to an experimental Kazakh class in the same school.
Even though I and my elder brother insisted on him going to the Russian class.
Interviewer: Why so?
Daler: Because we thought he’d be more educated, and there was a difference
between those who went to Russian schools and Kazakh schools. And also, it
was prestigious….
Interviewer: You said you had children. Do they go to school already?
Daler: Not yet. But I want them to go to Kazakh school.
Interviewer: How so?
Daler: I have friends, patriots, who studied and grew up with Kazakh
language, history, and literature. In my case, I studied everything through the
Russian prism. I don’t think like a true patriot, pure Kazakh. I think I need to
pass that morality to my children, without fanaticism of course…. I notice
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negative tendencies in Russian schools, such as alcohol, smoking, immoral
topics, which are not spread in Kazakh schools to the same degree. In terms of
behavior and ethics, Kazakh schools are certainly better. And of course I don’t
want them to have a vacuum in their thinking like the non-patriots. I want my
kids to be polylingual but with a Kazakh foundation….
Interviewer: I see.
Daler: We have to teach our children to be independent, make their own
decisions, choose their major for themselves, not for their parents. Parents
should guide but not put pressure. I changed my thinking about this after
watching the English movie ‘‘Stars’’….
Interviewer: What do you think about language reforms in your country?
Daler: From my language teaching experience I know that here it’s considered
that a true Kazakh should speak Kazakh. I agree with it, but partially. There
are people who speak Kazakh perfectly, but they steal from others. I know
Russians who are not learning Kazakh but they are honest people who love
their country [referring to Kazakhstan]. Language is not a key factor, although
it’s an important one.

With respect to parental choice of educational institution the main tension for Daler
is between the moral images associated with Russian vs. Kazakh schools; however,
there is also a secondary moral image related to global and western notions of
individual choice that emerges as relevant. The moral image associated with
Russian school involves prestige and education (line 4). Based on other participants’
references throughout our data, we claim that in linking Russian schools to being
‘‘educated’’ and being ‘‘prestigious’’ Daler is not only invoking notions of social
status, but also a type of personhood characterized by moral norms and related to
hard work, intelligence, appropriate social behavior, enlightened thinking and
comportment. Daler also mentions that the majority of his family members had gone
to Russian school. This linkage between an educated family and (soviet) Russian
school, also contributes to the image of morality associated with this particular place
and time and plays directly into Daler’s earlier thoughts that his brother should
attend Russian school (line 2).
When talking about education for his children, however, Daler gives his
preference to Kazakh schools, noting that he wants his children to be more patriotic
than he was, and believes that attendance at a Kazakh school will achieve this (line
6, 8). This decision on Daler’s part, points to shifts in the cultural and linguistic
capital in Kazakhstan after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Now in an independent
Kazakhstan, Daler feels that one needs to be and to think like a patriot. He invokes
the moral personhood of his friends who enact their patriotic morality through
language, but also through knowledge of Kazakh history and literature (line 8). It is
this image of moral Kazakh personhood, and its strong association with Kazakh
school, that leads Daler to the decision that he should enroll his children in Kazakh
school—assuming that being in this environment will make them true patriots.
Furthermore, his image of Russian schools in the contemporary moment has also
shifted, and the behaviors he associates with these spaces are undesirable: smoking,
drinking and talking about immoral topics (line 8). Daler’s shift from seeing
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Russian schools as places of morality and prestige through education to places of
immoral behavior and a lack of patriotism may be in part his response to national
discourses. These discourses have promoted a particular type of Kazakh patriot who
knows and speaks his language, and understands the cultural capital relevant to the
current chronotope of the Kazakh nation-state.
It should be noted, however, that Daler does not limit his understanding of moral
personhood to national images. For instance, we see the impact of supranational
discourses when he talks about the English movie ‘‘Stars’’ through which he learned
about ‘other values’ related to individual choice and raising independent children
(line 10). Thus, while Daler justifies his previous opinion that his brother should
have attended Russian school through soviet chronotopes of morality and
prestigious education, and justifies his own decisions about his children’s language
of education through chronotopes of national patriotic morality, he also leaves room
for the possibility of his children making decisions for themselves on the basis of a
different image of morality, which emphasizes individual choice. These examples
from Daler point to the fact that moralized behavioral scripts are always
polynomic—with multiple moral images operating simultaneously in decisions
about school.
Throughout the excerpt Daler links morality and language: linking Russian to
images of morality through prestige, and Kazakh to images of national morality.
However, at the end of the excerpt Daler states that while speaking the language is
important, being honest and loving one’s country are more important. In this way,
while images of morality determine language choice, other moral behaviors may
take precedence over linguistic competence. This acts as a reminder, that as scholars
of language in social life, we should not always assume that language is the most
salient factor in parental decisions about child language acquisition, but rather
should investigate the other factors that together with language create certain
strongly held ideals.

Fix the mistake
The following excerpt is from the interview with Munisa, who similar to Daler
raises the Russian versus non-Russian dichotomy, but also invokes Central Asian
images of personhood not discussed by Daler. As the child of Uyghur and Uzbek
parents, born and raised in Kazakhstan, she discusses her beliefs about Kazakh,
Russian, and Uyghur language education.
Excerpt 2 (Russian)
1.
2.

Interviewer: Goxevy dac d yquypcry. iroky ongpadbkb?
Munisa: Oya ,ska pzlov, vye ye yalo ,sko gepexolbnm lopouy. E yac
cnapibe 2 ,pana b cecnpa yxbkbcm d pyccroq iroke, b ,skb oxeym
o,pycedibe. B ocyodyov o,oakbcm ya pyccrov, ye ;ekakb decnb ce,z rar
gpbyzno y yac. "no ceqxac oyb pya.n yquypcrbq b co,k.la.n rykmnypy,
gonovy xno ;eybkbcm ya yaibx, yquyprax. Ho noula vava go-dblbvovy
peibka bcgpadbnm 'ny oib,ry ya yac ((laughter)). Ms npoe y;e xolbkb d
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yquypcry. iroky. Oya yadepyoe xoneka xno,s vs uodopbkb ya cdoev zpsre
b ye ,skb o,pycedibvb.
Interviewer: Axa
Munisa: Ho noula ,sk codencrbq co.p b y vavs ya pa,one uodopbkb:
Todapbob rapaxb uodopbne ya pyccrov. Bon vava b peibka onlanm cnapibx
leneq d pyccry. iroky. Bs goybvaene, leko delm ye nokmro d zpsre, xonz b
d yev no;e. A d nov xno d yquypcroq iroke vs bpyxakb bcnopb. yaibx
gpelrod, yaib o,sxab, a vob ,panmz 'nouo ye bpyxakb.
Interviewer: A ds ,s xonekb onlanm cdobx leneq d yquypcry. iroky?
Munisa: Hy doo,oe z gkaybpy. onlanm cdobx leneq d rapaxcry. iroky.
Meyz lakb d yquypcry., cgacb,o royexyo, yo z b cava vouy yquypcrovy
yayxbnm. A oyb gycnm pya.n rapaxcrbq kyxie veyz d codepieycnde. Roula
ns pacneim d 'noq cpele, d ne,z dce c gonov npyla d;bdaencz.
Interviewer: A rar ;e bcnopbz gpelrod?
Munisa: Tar yquyps, rapaxb, yp,erb, 'no olby yapol. E yac weyyocnb
olbyarodse, b 'no ukadyoe. A don d pyccrbx irokax weyyocnb y;e lpyube.
Tav oyb ,ylyn o,pycedibe. Tev ,okee vs ;bdev d Rapaxcnaye. R yav, r
upygge cnyleynod bp Rapaxcnaya rar-no goloiek nypor b uodopbn: E dac ;e
ecnm cdoq zpsr goxevy ds uodopbne ya pyccrov? Toula yav ,sko oxeym
cnslyo.
Interviewer: La?
Munisa: E yac dce narb weynpakmyoapbancroe docgbnaybe. Ms yda;aev
cnapibx, ycnygaev vecno d adno,yce, ledyirb govoua.n go lovy
polbnekzv lo pavy;ecnda. "no dce eoe yapsdakocm xopoibv docgbnaybev
d codencroe dpevz. Mava uodopbn noula ,sko xopoio, k.lb yda;akb lpyu
lpyua. Ceqxac dce go lpyuovy, b narovy docgbnayb. gpblep;bda.ncz d
ocyodyov ye o,pycedibe cevmb. Hy b ecnecndeyyo xno 'no docgbnaybe
gpbdbdaencz b d yaibx rapaxcrbx irokax.

Interviewer: Why did your parents send you to Uyghur school?
Munisa: It was close to home. I didn’t have to cross the street. My older
brothers and sister went to the Russian school, and they were very russified.
They spoke mainly in Russian, and they didn’t want to behave the way it’s
acceptable to behave in our culture. Now they know Uyghur and follow the
culture, because they married our own, Uyghurs. But back then, my mom I
guess decided to fix the mistake ((laughter)) through us, and I and my two
younger siblings went to Uyghur school. I guess she wanted us to speak in our
language and not be as Russified.
Interviewer: Aha
Munisa: But back then it was the Soviet Union. And at my mom’s workplace
they’d say: Comrade Kazakhs, speak Russian. So, my mom decided to send
her elder children to Russian school. But you see it’s not only about language,
but it’s about language too. In fact, in Uyghur school we studied the history of
our ancestors, our customs, but my brothers did not.
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Interviewer: Would you like to send your children to Uygur school?
Munisa: Well, I plan to send them to Kazakh schools. Thanks to my parents
for sending me to Uyghur schools, but I can teach them [my children] Uyghur
myself. And my kids should know Kazakh better than me, perfectly. When
you grow up in this environment, it thrives in you through the sweat of labor
[meaning that once exposed to Kazakh within the Kazakh school environment,
the language will be acquired naturally through the hard work]
Interviewer: What about the ancestors’ history?
Munisa: So, Uyghurs, Kazakhs, Uzbeks, they are all one people. We have the
same values and that’s what’s important. However in Russian schools the
values are different. There they will be Russified. Especially, since we live in
Kazakhstan. Once when we were in Turkey, there was a Turkish man who
came up to us, a group of students and said: Why are you speaking Russian
when you have your own language? We felt quite ashamed then.
Interviewer: Really?
Munisa: We nevertheless have a Central Asian upbringing. We respect elders,
vacate the seat on the bus for another, girls help around the house until they get
married. This was also considered a good upbringing during Soviet times.
Mom says it was nice back then, people respected each other. Now it’s all
different and only non-Russified families follow that upbringing. And of
course, that type of upbringing is instilled in our Kazakh schools.

Munisa’s narrative reveals tensions between three languages: Russian, Kazakh and
Uyghur, and two major moral types related to national identity and Central Asian
identity more broadly. The tensions in some ways mirror what we saw in the excerpt
from Daler. First, Munisa juggles the dichotomy of Russian versus non-Russian
through her interview. When prompted to tell about the reasons why she attended
Uyghur school (line 1), she tells about her older siblings’ schooling and the fact that
they were sent to Russian school because of the cultural capital of Russian at that
time, during the Soviet Union, as exemplified in her mother’s co-worker’s comment
that she should speak Russian, not Kazakh (line 4). However, unlike Daler’s image
of Russian soviet schools, Munisa’s image of these schools is not one of morality
through education and prestige. Instead, she emphasizes the russification (line 2), or
acculturation to the Russian language, culture, behavior and values, of her older
siblings as a negative result of their attending Russian school. She refers to her
mother’s decision as ‘‘a mistake,’’ noting that her siblings ‘‘didn’t want to behave
the way it’s accepted to behave in our culture’’ (line 2). This evaluative language,
and the use of the us vs. them distinction points to the negative moral image
associated with Russian educational and linguistic spaces. In contrast, Munisa’s
image of Uyghur school is associated with moral behavior. In line 4, Munisa
justifies her mother’s decision of sending her to Uyghur school by discussing the
subjects taught there. She says that besides the Uyghur language, she studied the
history of Uyghurs and their customs, again contrasting this with the negatively
evaluated behavior of her older siblings. She notes explicitly that ‘‘it’s not only
about language’’ (line 6), pointing again to the fact that her image of Uyghur schools
goes beyond language, and is connected to the moral personhood that is associated
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with ethnonational identity, through for example, acquiring historical and cultural
knowledge.
When Munisa discusses her desired education for her future children, she notes
that she hopes to send them to Kazakh school. This decision is framed by two types
of morality in her narrative. First, Munisa situates her decision of selecting Kazakh
school for her future children within the image of moral patriotism, noting that her
children should learn Kazakh better than her, emphasizing in particular the word
‘‘perfectly’’ (line 6) and linking the importance of this proficiency to the fact that
they live in Kazakhstan (line 8). To support the validity of this image, she recalls her
trip to Turkey, where she and her group of Kazakhstani friends were criticized for
speaking Russian instead of Kazakh. She describes her emotions of feeling
‘‘ashamed’’ and the use of this word in particular, points to the moral nature of the
criticism and its uptake. This is similar to the image of patriotic morality linked to
both language and extralinguistic factors outlined by Daler as the criticism
emphasizes the link between the nation-state, its citizens and speaking the titular
language. She secondarily justifies her choice of Kazakh schools through an image
of Central Asian morality as she claims that due to a similarity of values among
these nations and due to the fact that they live in Kazakhstan. She says, ‘‘We have
the same values, and THAT’s what’s important. However in Russian schools the
values are different. There they will be Russified’’ (line 8). Her use of the first
person plural to describe the Central Asian ethnicities demonstrates the ways in
which she is positioning these groups together, while her use of the deictic ‘‘there’’
to refer to Russian schools, distances herself and her preferred morality from that
space. Furthermore, she puts emphasis on the word ‘‘that’’ in claiming that the
shared values are what matters—rather than the particular language.
In line 10, Munisa explains the kinds of values she thinks unite Central Asian
nations, most of which she relates to one’s upbringing. These values are models of
conduct, e.g. respect towards elders or vacating one’s seat in the bus for another.
Surprisingly, while Munisa associates Russian schools with values that do not align
with her images of moral personhood, she associates soviet times in Central Asia
with the images of morality that she hopes her children will imitate. She brings up
the soviet era as she defines a good upbringing in line 10, and notes that the moral
norms that are valued by Central Asians (i.e. non-Russians) today, were also valued
during Soviet times. She refers to her mother’s nostalgia of the good times in which
there was a respect for one another. Munisa thus links the chronotopic image of
modern morality in Central Asia with the image of morality in the soviet era.
However, she does not link this image of morality to the small-scale chronotope of
contemporary Russian schools or contemporary Russians living in Central Asia, but
only to non-Russified families and non-Russian language schools in contemporary
Kazakhstan, thus justifying her decision about where to send her future children to
school.
And hopefully she will learn Uzbek
The following excerpts, which come from Uzbeks living in the United States, are
not about where to send children to school, but rather about whether or not parents
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want their children to participate in the regional Uzbek community organizations. In
the first excerpt, Safogul describes moral types by emphasizing linguistic and nonlinguistic behaviors such as speaking Uzbek, speaking respectfully to elders, and
dressing and behaving modestly. She links this moral personhood to the image of
the Uzbek nation state and also to the small scale chronotopic image of the Uzbek
community organization. The link between moral personhood, the Uzbek nation,
and the community organization validates and authorizes her participation there. In
this way, participation in this educational and linguistic space is a result of the
invocation of morally laden chronotopes and images of particular types of people
who speak in particular languages.
Excerpt 3 (English)
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

Interviewer: For you like what do you feel like is the value that you get from
from that kind of connection?
Safogul: Okay from that kind of connection I feel like the my primary purpose
of meeting Uzbek community is for my daughter because I really want her to
be involved like to see who are the real Uzbek people and I want her to
socialize with Uzbek kids a lot. And hopefully she will learn Uzbek. Because
you know she doesn’t speak Uzbek. So I think that that’s the priority for me.
Interviewer: and what about what about um that is important. Like for her to
speak Uzbek like what is yea
Safogul: Uh like to see um to see our mentality to see ((daughter interrupts)) to
see uh to see to be familiar with our traditions, to get familiarize her with our
traditions, with our people and everything, to see that atmosphere so that when
she knows her identity in the future. I wanna make sure she knows that she’s
Uzbek. Like yea she was born here and right now she speaks only English, but
I want her to know that. And I think it’s a great chance for us. Because since I
mean you know in X there were no Uzbek families,
Interviewer: Right
Safogul: But here I know there are plenty of them so that’s why we really want
her to be there
Interviewer: To have that chance…((Interviewer’s extended question)) Like
what does it mean for her to know that she’s Uzbek or to be…
Safogul: That’s interesting question because for me it just comes naturally but
I feel like…It’s a hard question because yea again for me it just comes
naturally because I was born in Uzbekistan I was raised in that Uzbek family,
but for her it’s different. And I really want her to- we we have some sort of
traditions and the manners like how you act and you have to be like even like
dressing culture like how you dress up or anything like this. And also like
y’know these kind of things it just the manners how you talk right?
Interviewer: Can you give me any examples of like how you talk? Or like how
you dress? That- not you specifically, but yea in general that
Safogul: Like in terms of dressing it should be modest, right. I know even like
in Uzbekistan it’s changing right now, but still like I was raised like that. And
then when it comes to your manners you have to be more polite respectful
right even when you sit you cannot simply just put your legs on your table. It’s
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not acceptable in my culture. Or when even when you like if you have guests
right how you welcome them. Being hospitable right. Just minor things. Even
in communication. How you respect. When you talk to adults it’s one thing,
right. If you know that the person is older than you have to respect him you
have to talk to him in a different way. With friend’s it’s different you can play
with them and everything. So you know we have this. You’ve been to
Uzbekistan
Interviewer: yea yea yea
Safogul: so you know how it goes. And I think here. I dunno I don’t wanna say
anything about like Americans. Americans they don’t do this or not. But it’s
just a part of our culture. And maybe it coincides with American culture but I
wanna make sure that she sees it from if there’s a if there’s an opportunity to
show us like Uzbek families. Like more Uzbek families and to to show it to her
than it would be great.

Safogul begins by noting that she wants to participate in the community events
because she hopes that her daughter will learn Uzbek. She refers to this as ‘‘the
priority for me’’ (line 2). When the first author asks her why she wants her daughter
to learn Uzbek, Safogul links the knowledge of Uzbek to an Uzbek mentality,
traditions, people and identity (line 4) emphasizing the plural possessive ‘‘our’’ to
underscore the collective nature of this identity. The moral norms attached to this
collective national personhood become more clear in Safogul’s response to the first
author asking for examples of the types of behaviors that would relate to Uzbekness.
Safogul highlights dressing modestly, sitting correctly, being hospitable to guests,
and speaking respectfully to elders (line 10) as key. She thus creates links between
Uzbek language proficiency, Uzbek mentality and traditions, and norms for moral
behavior to establish an image of moral personhood.
Examining other parts of the excerpt we see how this personhood is attached to
the time and space of the Uzbek American community organization, and of
Safogul’s past life in Uzbekistan. In lines 4–6 she notes that in the U.S. city where
they had lived previously there were no other Uzbeks, but now that they live in a
city with a larger number of Uzbeks her daughter has a chance to be exposed to this
type of moral personhood—linking her daughter’s moral education to the
chronotopic context of the regional Uzbek community organization. She also notes
that she herself never had to think about these issues given that she was ‘‘born in
Uzbekistan’’ and ‘‘raised in an Uzbek family’’ (line 18) spatially locating this image
of morality in the nation-state of Uzbekistan. The temporal aspect of this moral
image can be seen in line 10 where she notes that things are changing in Uzbekistan,
that children are not necessarily educated according to the same set of morals these
days, and that the moral personhood she wants her daughter to embody is the one
that she herself was raised with in the past (line 10). Safogul thus links this
particular type of moral personhood to the chronotopes of national identity, the
time–space frames of the past in Uzbekistan, and to the particular context of the
Uzbek community organization events. Interestingly, near the end of the excerpt she
notes that while these morals may also be shared with Americans, she wants her
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daughter to see this behavior among Uzbeks specifically, and this is what motivates
her to participate in the community organization (line 12).
In many ways the links Safogul discursively represents here are similar to the
images of national morality articulated by Daler, and to the images of Central Asian
morality expressed by Munisa. The difference is that, being located outside of
Central Asia she is forced to create new links to the various times and spaces she
encounters along her migration trajectory, which leads her to attribute value to the
community organization.That is, because she sees these moral images of personhood and the associated knowledge of Uzbek as important to raising her daughter,
and because she sees these organizations as one of the few spaces to which she has
access, and which embody this type of morality and linguistic proficiency, she wants
to engage with these spaces. In this way, decisions about communal engagement
and about morality are also decisions about language, and Safogul’s narrative
illustrates the intersection of these complex factors involved in family language
policies.
The whole family spoke Russian
The next excerpt comes from a semi-structured interview with a woman we refer to
as Lola. Lola lived in a different geographic area than Safogul; however, there was
another Uzbek community organization in her area. Unlike Safogul, Lola decides to
teach her son Russian rather than Uzbek, and not to engage in the community
organization. Although her decisions are different, we illustrate that these decisions
are still based in her particular images of moral personhood and the (dis)connection
of these images to/from particular time–space frames. In this excerpt, she is
responding to a question from the first author regarding which languages she
decided to teach her son.
Excerpt 4 (English)
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Lola: He maintains some Russian.
Interviewer: Do you speak Russian at home or?
Lola: We speak mostly Russian. Even though we are ethnically Uzbeks. It’s
just the whole family starting from my grandparents they all went to Russian
y’know school, Russian y’know universities and my parents my uncles aunts,
y’know all of them
Interviewer: everybody ((laughing))
Lola: Everybody so someone just recently said and that was the one of the
expats who used to live in Uzbekistan said that his understanding was that
more educated families spoke mostly Russian. I’m not sure how much of that
is true, but it could be. But I grew up in which is a rural area ((laughing)) and
so, but we, I don’t know the whole family spoke Russian. I thought it’s normal
at that point
Interviewer: ((laughing))
Lola: Because I went to Russian school, I went to Russian daycare, y’know
and my the language we speak, the Uzbek dialect that we speak is a little
different from the dialect that’s spoken in Z and when we moved to Z. It was
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difficult to adjust to that new dialect and I was more comfortable speaking
Russian.
Lola: And that’s why we that’s why the whole family speaks Russian and
that’s why my son also y’know is his second language is Russian But he grew
up and he learned reading and writing in English.
… ((Interviewer asks her why she wants him to learn Russian))
Lola: Well we have family members who don’t speak English and I really
wanted him to be able to communicate with them. I think learning a language
is just at least beneficial in developing cognitive skills, I mean I think it it’s
beneficial that way. I also believe—y’know and and that will contradict the
fact that he doesn’t know Uzbek, but I also think that he needs to speak the
language of his ethnicity, of his origins, I think its y’know it’s important.

In response to the first author’s question about what language she decided to teach
her son, Lola notes that he ‘‘maintains some Russian’’ (line 1). She links the
behavior of speaking Russian to a variety of time–space frames: Russian at home
(line 2), Russian in her family’s educational experiences (line 3), and her own
experience of Russian in school settings in Uzbekistan (line 7). Russian is linked to
her overall image of her educated family in Uzbekistan. Specifically with regards to
education, she comments in line 5 that ‘‘Someone just recently said…that his
understanding was that more educated families spoke mostly Russian. I’m not sure
how much of that is true, but it could be’’. She articulates this claim about Russian
language being linked to being educated through the voice of a third party and in
this way distances herself from directly prioritizing Russian over Uzbek. However,
her comment that ‘‘it could be [true]’’, seems to highlight the fact that she too views
Russian language proficiency as part of ‘‘being educated’’. As mentioned in the
analysis of Daler’s interview, the notion of ‘‘being educated’’ can also be understood
as a type of morality. Furthermore, she notes that she wants her son to learn Russian
because ‘‘we have uh family members who don’t speak English and I really wanted
him to be able to communicate with them’’ (line 10). In this way, Russian is seen as
linked to moral behaviors such as staying connected with one’s family through
maintaining communication with them.
Lola’s linking of Russian with knowing the language of your origins also has a
moral quality to it, similar to the moral national identity seen in the examples above.
She notes that she wants her son to maintain Russian because ‘‘he needs to speak the
language of his ethnicity, of his origins’’ (line 10). However, because post-soviet
national discourses in Uzbekistan emphasize de-russified Uzbek, we see that Lola is
somewhat tentative in her claim that her son needs to know Russian for the sake of
speaking the language of his ethnicity, as in her comment that ‘‘that will contradict
the the fact that he doesn’t know Uzbek’’ (line 10). Nevertheless, since she has
noted all of the ways in which speaking Russian is tied to her family’s particular
experience in Uzbekistan, she is still able to claim that maintaining this language
relates to her son maintaining the language of his origins. While the moralized
behavioral script outlined by Safogul more strongly emphasizes Uzbek traditions,
gendered behaviors and Uzbek proficiency, Lola emphasizes ‘‘being educated’’,
family responsibility, and Russian proficiency.
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Lola’s social imaginary also differs from Safogul’s in terms of how she
conceptualizes moral personhood in relation to the regional Uzbek community
organization. Lola does not link her images of morality to the chronotope of the
Uzbek American organization, but instead links a different set of undesirable
behaviors to that space and time. Earlier in the conversation, Lola had mentioned
that she did not participate much in the organization and was not sure why. Right
before excerpt 4 she had noted that in some ways she was happy to leave Uzbekistan
and be in the U.S., because there was much less gossip in the U.S. and more respect
for privacy. This led the first author to ask her if this was one of the reasons she did
not want to participate in the community organization and she responded
affirmatively.
Yea people are - a lot of people are interested in materialistic aspects
y’know…where you work, what you earn, what you have, what you own. You
know it’s like eh there’s a little bit of that I can’t say that’s the only reason I’m
not um related to that but at the same time um there is a little bit of that that
um that um I guess um prevents me from… being a part of that community.
When she discusses the Uzbek community events she highlights what she sees as
undesirable behaviors, such as the materialistic focus of community members and
their interest in monetary issues ‘‘where you work, what you earn, what you have,
what you own’’, all of which stands in contrast to her own interests and to her
unwillingness to discuss those aspects of her life. This in turn leads to her lack of
interest in being a part of the community. In this way we can see how attention to
speaker’s understandings of linguistic proficiency, moralized behavioral scripts and
their association with various chronotopes are useful in unpacking the different
ways in which they justify their decisions regarding the educational and linguistic
spaces they want their children to be part of, as well as the languages they focus on
having their children learn.

Conclusion
Our aim in this paper has been to show how family decisions about linguistic
education are based in part on language attitudes and how language attitudes are
embedded in images of space, time and moral personhood, i.e. as a member of a
soviet state, in an newly independent nation-state, or as an immigrant in a new
country. The excerpts we have presented here illustrate that there is never only one
moral image influencing decisions, but rather that participants are dealing with
multiple and shifting chronotopes. For example, in the first two excerpts we see
participants move away from the language planning decisions that their parents
made, because of their new experiences and new understandings of moral
personhood. Similarly, in the immigrant context, we see how prioritizing different
moral values can lead to different decisions about community engagement, which
also impacts children’s linguistic exposure. Our participants’ comments that there is
a need to ‘‘fix the mistake’’ of past language planning decisions, to have their
children ‘‘speak the language of their ethnicity’’ or ‘‘hopefully learn Uzbek’’, as well
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as their acknowledgement that while language is important, it is not the only ‘‘key
factor’’ nicely illustrate the ways in which they view these private language
planning decisions.
This paper contributes to the study of language planning by demonstrating how
the theoretical notions of chronotope and personhood provide new insight into
bottom-up language planning processes. While language planning theories in
general have introduced a number of categories to distinguish among different
processes, goals and outcomes, such as bottom-up versus top-down language
planning (Hornberger 2006), status versus corpus planning (Kloss 1969) and covert
versus overt planning (Schiffman 1998), we demonstrate how factors across these
various categories get bundled together in ways that are personally meaningful for
speakers through images of personhood. This focus on personally meaningful
images is not meant to negate the influence of top-down factors and state discourses,
but rather to show the ways in which these discourses are internalized by
participants through their understandings of morality relative to other issues such as
education and language ideology. In the case of the multilingual families we
examine, we see how they struggle to prioritize one language over another
depending on contemporary state discourses, for instance. The fact that we see
participants saying that they want their children to know multiple languages could
be interpreted as an openness to multiple complementary moralities, and illustrates
the impact of history on personal choice; i.e. independence bringing about a
preference for moralities associated with the titular language, but a soviet past
resulting in a continued value for moralities associated with soviet times.
This work also has practical implications for educational practices and heritage
language maintenance programs. Specifically, it may be worthwhile to further
investigate the possibilities of framing language maintenance programs as spaces of
moral education and to create language curriculum that is in line with the multiple
moral values that may be held by parents. Further research is needed to investigate
the ways in which the multiple, and perhaps conflicting moral values of parents
versus children should be taken into account in these contexts; and, the notion of
chronotope may offer a helpful theoretical approach in these further studies.
Additionally, we want to acknowledge that decisions about children’s linguistic
exposure are constrained and influenced by factors other than morality. For
example, while all of our participants have some agency in making decisions about
their children’s linguistic exposure, those living in Central Asia are participating in
a built-in system of choice in which making decisions about where to send their
children to school is a necessary and normal part of daily life. On the other hand, in
choosing to participate in Uzbek community events, those abroad are making an
effort that goes above and beyond the demands of daily life, and for this reason, it is
also possible that some choose not to participate simply because of the extra effort
that is required. While the examples we have focused on here illustrate the
importance of moral images to parental decisions, we also recognize that other
systemic factors and instrumental concerns undoubtedly constrain these decisions as
well.
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